Foreground Detection With Simultaneous Dictionary Learning and Historical Pixel Maintenance.
Foreground detection is fundamental in surveillance video analysis and meaningful toward object tracking and higher level tasks, such as anomaly detection and activity analysis. Nevertheless, existing methods are still limited in accurately detecting the foreground due to the complex scene settings. To robustly handle the diverse background variations and foreground challenges, this paper proposes a Background REpresentation approach With Dictionary Learning and Historical Pixel Maintenance (BREW-DLHPM). Specifically, a dictionary learning problem is formulated at the frame level to adaptively represent the background signals with the varied structure information captured, while a pixel-level maintenance is exploited to grasp the dynamic nature of historical information under the help of the learned background. The simultaneous utilization of dictionary learning and historical pixel maintenance facilitates the accurate description of the background and thus guides a wise foreground detection decision. The proposed BREW-DLHPM has been evaluated on the prestigious change detection challenge data set against 11 state-of-the-art foreground detection approaches and encouraging performances have been achieved by our method.